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The methods for establishing relationships of inclusion 

and membership which are outlined in Newletter 130 are 
'arguments from definition', i,.e.,, start by asserting that the 

o~tput of an operation ha.a certain inclusion/membership properties 

if the inputs are assumed to have certain corresponding 

properties of the same kind. It is well worth noting that, in addition 
to arguments of this general sort, there exists a significant 

r3rgument from use' or 'backward agrument• which can be used 
to refine an analysis of inclusion and membership in SETL 

programs~ The prototypical case is shown in the code line 

(1) f(r(x)) • f(r(x)) + 1, 

which we assume to appear in some SETL program in which f is 

known to be a tabulated integer-valued mapping, and where r 

is an expression without side effects. If only forward ana.lysis 

were used, the statement (1) might be assumed to enlarge the 

domain off; but as a matter of fact it does not~ This may be 

seen as follows: 

Since the integer 1 is added to f(r{x)), presumably without 

error, the value f (r (x)) must be different from n; thus r c,c) 
must belong to the. domain of f. 

A related case is seen in the iteration 

cl/x e s) f(x) s f(x) + 1.11 

if this code is correct, rJ must be contained in the doma.in of f, 



.. 

and if it is known (presumably from type analysis) that n ls 
i<tjt an RCCi:\pt.able Vd Jue fr)!" o 1 tbeti .~l..1 i:;t def in.it:e] .r belong t,"'." 

·:h,:; t1ornain. of f. 

Th:i.s property ca."l then he carr:i.€-1 over to o- ano. ivariablEH? 

of t.he same progra,"'tl P by the follm.,, ng line of reasoning~ 

r:,:r.operti.es known for i 11ar iah lee:.t i ' ceu) be pr.opa,1a ted b~ck to 

source-, r1vax.iable"1:1 o' if ~11 th~ ·r•ar.-iab:le t:>ccur~~ces Jinke,d to o' 

(by the interoccur~r.cie. J inking function tm (o')) hav~ thP: 

property in quest.f.on(' a.nd i.f o• is not linlcen. (by uu(o') j 

e.tther to a red1~finition of its variable or tn. a program ~rnit" 

In the case of properties like i • E u1 £ and o • E v1 . f,, ·w.1? 

must aJ.~o be s,1re that no path from o' to c,ne ::,f its u~es .i 1 

inter.sects an opet'ation which can ;;1dd to the· domain 'JI f ,. 

This argument may most often be emplciyed when i' has of as 

only definition, and when the coll e~ti.o!' of paths ccnnP.(:t inJ 

1~ and:,' is esp€>cially sirzrpl(;:~ 
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